
Escape to Italy

LA TRATTORIA 
DI FRANCESCO 

Every Tuesday

Share your pictures #latrattoriadifrancesco #trattoriaescapetoitaly

Tonight we will be exploring beautiful Rome. Rome (Italian and Latin: Roma is the capital city and a
special commune of Italy (named Comune di Roma Capitale ) as well as the capital of the Lazio region .

The city has been a major human settlement for almost three millennia. In order to understand the
beginnings of many classic Roman pasta dishes, we must first refer to gricia. Originating as far back as the

15th century, gricia was a dish developed purely out of convenience. Shepherds, who would spend months
with their flocks away from home would travel with black pepper, unsmoked pig’s cheek (guanciale), and

dried pasta, all ingredients that wouldn’t spoil easily. The tomato arrived in 1548 from the New World and
was originally used for decorative purposes. Italians were hesitant to eat them as some tomato variations

were considered poisonous, but peasants in the South of Italy, inspired by their Spanish neighbors,
eventually began to cook with them. By the 18th century the use of the tomato was becoming more and

more common in Italy. The two have been madly in love ever since.

first course
Pizza Romana with Cheese & Truffles 

fourth course

Homemade spaghetti in a creamy egg sauce with cured pork. 

Carbonara

Homemade pizza crust with a creamy, smoky Gamlanino cheese and fresh black truffles.  The popularity of
truffles carried over into Greek and Roman times as well. Because of their strong smell and flavor, they were
considered to have healing and even mythical properties, and they were often given to upper-class nobles and
other important people in order to keep their souls and bodies strong and healthy.

third course

Scaloppine alle Romana

second course

Onion with sausage, egg, bread crumbs and parsley
Artichoke alla Romana

$89


